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Members help to make all this possible! 

Melody Fout •  Ed Eblin  •  James Bouyack  •  Joel Speyer  •  Jillian Baer 

Allan Metcalf  •  Marie Metcalf  •  Eryn Hollobaugh  •  Carl Stolzenburg 

Geno Smith  •  Jackie Farbeann  •  Elena Reinert  •  Laurie Lathan 

Mary Sink  •  Alexander Almeida  •  Esther Stinson  •  Keith Miles 

Matthew Wolfe  •  P. Tim Valentine  •  Todd Holland  •  Ricardo Locci 

Lori Post  •  Ivan Locci  •  Lisa Cravens-Brown  •  Thomas Menningen 

Bradley Clark  •  Logun Baker  •  Benjamin Maynard  •  Thomas King 

Mark Gibson  •  Christopher Crooks  •  Barry Hardwick  •  Ryan Scarlata 

Jesika Lehner 

Auditions for LittleShop of Horrors coming August 9 & 10 

Visit www.imaginecolumbus.org to keep up with our blog, sign up 

for auditions and become a member! 



SPECIAL THANKS 

Brendan Michna     Jerri  & Mike Shafer    Meagan Baker 

Debbie’s Costume Shop     Debby Monney Hamrick “Dresser of the Stars”    

Melinda Slagle     And all our Volunteer Ushers! 

Spring Awakening. He has been seen in 
Columbus as Benvolio in Actor's 
Theatre's production of Romeo and 
Juliet and as Herman in Short North 
Stage's production of Cabaret. When 
not acting, singing, or fiddling, Jordan is 
an avid gardener and mad scientist in 
the kitchen. He would like to thank his 
family and friends, most notably his 
mom, for all of their love and support 
for him being a hippie in real life as well 
as onstage. Love!" 

Luke Stewart 
(Berger) will be 
entering his sophomore 
year at Otterbein 
University as a Musical 
Theatre major this fall. 
Most recently he played 
Ethan in Otterbein's 

production of The Full Monty. He would 
like to thank his amazing family, friends 
and Tribe for their support and love! 

Dakota Thorn (Jeanie) 
is thrilled to be 
performing in her first 
show with Imagine. 
Around Columbus, she 
has been seen in CCT's 
Shrek and SRO's The 
Sound of Music. She has 

also worked for The Huron Playhouse 
where she performed as Rose in Gypsy 
and as Featured Ensemble in The 
Wizard of Oz! She lives her days out 
loving her Mastiff Puppy, Odafin and 
trying to make the most of her time. 
This is an amazing "tribe" of cast mates 
and she loves each of them dearly. Also, 
she would like to give a shout-out to her 
family and friends for all the support!  

Kelsey Tschanen 
(Suzannah) has a 
degree in History from 
THE Ohio State 
University, and 
currently works there 
as an Admissions 
Counselor. She is 

excited to be doing her second show 
with Imagine. She has previously been 

on the Imagine stage as Tracy Turnblad 
in Hairspray. Other past shows include 
The Mystery of Edwin Drood, The 
Drowsy Chaperone (Co-Director), The 
Wedding Singer, and Urinetown all with 
Off The Lake Productions. She would 
like to thank her tribe members and the 
production staff for all of their hard 
work! She would also like to thank her 
friends and family for their constant 
love and support. Last, but not least, 
she would like to thank her incredible 
boyfriend Zac for all that he does for 
her both on and off the stage. I love 
you. 

Keith Wollenberg 
(Assistant Stage 
Manager) recently 
went back into the 
world of theater eight 
years ago when he was 
in Center Stage 
Players' Gypsy. Keith 

received his Bachelor of Arts and 
Sciences in Theater from OSU in 1996. 
He has been in various theater 
productions around Columbus since 
then starting in Scrooge at Columbus 
Children's Theater. He also was in 
Center Stage Players Production of The 
Rocky Horror Show, Dark Woods 
Outdoor Production of The Legend of 
Saran, and most recently in Monster Art 
Productions, Monster Comedy 3D. Keith 
has also been Assistant Stage Manager 
to the original OSU production of 
Yellow Moon Rising, the Center Stage 
Production of Nuncrackers, and now is 
enjoying the talent of the young group 
in HAIR. Keith enjoys time with his 
boyfriend, Dave, his family and his cat, 
Sydney, and hopes to do more theater 
either backstage or front stage in the 
future. 



love to all! 

Jessica Parker 
(Marjorie) is ecstatic to 
be part of this hippie 
life! She has a wide 
range to share tonight 
with her experience 
being a conservative 
female with Imagine as 

Janet Weiss in The Rocky Horror Show 
to taking pole fitness classes in the 
Short North and dancing several years 
and styles with Columbus 
Entertainment Productions for Charity! 
You might have seen her behind the 
scenes running sound during Imagine's 
run of 9 to 5 or possibly around 
Otterbein University campus where she 
graduated from their Theater & Dance 
department in 2012. Either way, she 
hopes all of those in the audience have 
a rad time tonight and know that she 
loves all those near to here! 

Michael Quinichett 
(Hud) is stoked to end 
his local theatre hiatus 
by performing in Hair! 
He's been living the 
hippie life for 10 years, 
on stage in Virginia, 

Florida, Colorado, North Carolina, 
Montana, and many other states. 
Favorite roles/shows include Horse (The 
Full Monty), Jim (Big River), Ken 
(Smokey Joes Cafe), and Judas (Jesus 
Christ Superstar). Thanks to Tim, 
Michael, Sage, and Josh for this far out 
trip. Peace and hair grease. 
Johnny Robison (Steve) is a Pisces 

who digs small business 
accounting, board 
games and strumming 
the banjo with his chic 
flower chick, Shelby. 
Some of his favorite 
past productions 
include The Drowsy 

Chaperone (Off The Lake Productions), 
Les Miserables (Hilliard Arts Council), 
and Day of Absence (Black Student 
Theater Network). He would just like to 

say that he is in love with the entire 
production team as well as every soul in 
this harmonious tribe. Get hip and give 
peace a chance you groovy people! 
Kirsten Rosenthal (Emmaretta) is 
absolutely honored & thrilled to be 

joining the tribe of 
HAIR in her first 
performance with 
Imagine! A 2013 
graduate of Miami 
University, Kirsten was 
actively involved in 
Stage Left, Miami’s 

only student-run musical theatre group 
and performed as a singer and featured 
dancer with the MU music department’s 
productions of It’s a Grand Night for 
Singing from 2011 to 2013. She has 
also been seen in Oliver! (as Oliver), 
and made her directorial debut as the 
director of choreography for Guys & 
Dolls. Kirsten would like to thank 
Michael, Sage, & the entire Hair/
Imagine creative & production team for 
giving her this opportunity, and her 
family & friends for their continuous 
support and encouragement. Enjoy the 
show, everyone! 

Jordan Shafer (Leata) 
is super excited to be a 
member of this fun 
loving hippie tribe. This 
will mark her 3rd show 
with Imagine 
Productions, previously 
appearing in Hairspray 

(LouAnn) and Young Frankenstein 
(Ensemble). Jordan will be a senior at 
the Arts and College Preparatory 
Academy this fall. She would like to 
thank Michael, Ed, Sage and Josh for 
bringing together this amazing 
production. Make love, not war! <3 

Jordan Shear (Woof) 
is ecstatic to be 
returning to Imagine 
Productions for HAIR 
after serving as violinist 
for their  production of 

Book and Lyrics by Gerome Ragni and James Rado 
Music by Galt MacDermot 

Produced for the Broadway Stage by Michael Butler 
Originally Produced by the New York Shakespeare Festival Theatre 

Director - 

Music Director/Conductor - 

Stage Manager - 

Asst. Director/Choreographer - 

Costumer - 

Asst. Stage Manager - 

Sound Technician - 

Lighting Designer - 

Lighting Technician - 

Spotlight Operators - 

Props - 

Stage Crew - 

Michael Newsome 

Joshua Boggs 

Ed Eblin 

Sage Moreno 

The Doug Joseph 

Keith Wollenberg 

Logun Baker 

Rob Philpott 

Michele Chaney 

Holly Griffis & Joe McNally 

Lisa McNally 

Helen Yee & Alicia Batterson 

HAIR is produced by arrangement with, and the music and dialogue 

material furnished by TAMS-WHITMARK MUSIC LIBRARY, INC.,  

560 Lexington Ave., New York, NY 10022 

SENSITIVITY WARNING:  

SMOKE AND STROBE EFFECTS  

ARE USED IN THIS PRODUCTION 



THE PERFORMERS 

Dionne - 

Berger - 

Woof - 

Hud - 

Claude - 

Sheila - 

Jeanie - 

Crissy - 

Ronny - 

Hiram/Hubert - 

Mary - 

Walter/Margaret Mead - 

Marjorie - 

Steve - 

Emmaretta - 

Paul -  

Leata - 

Suzanne - 

Akillah Clark 

Luke Stewart 

Jordan Shear 

Michael Quinichett 

Jonathan Collura 

Candice Kight 

Dakota Thorn 

Shelby Butz 

Samara Baptist 

Joshua Fouasnon 

Rachel Gaunce 

Nick Navaratnam 

Jessica Parker 

Johnny Robison 

Kirsten Rosenthal 

Tom Miller 

Jordan Shafer 

Kelsey Tschanen 

THE ORCHESTRA 
Keyboard - 

Drums - 

Bass - 

Guitar - 

Trumpet - 

Trumpet - 

Trumpet/Trombone - 

Reeds - 

Phil Brown Dupont 

Darren Wethington 

Richard Wesner 

Jon Allen 

Shannon Thouvenin 

Alan Dosky 

Josh Kaplonski 

Margot Marshall-Goetz 

Pleasure Guild and Roger DeBris/
Carmin Ghia in The Producers with 
Gallery Players! Enjoy the color and 
enjoy the show! Congrats to a fantastic 
group and team! 

Candice Kight 
(Sheila) is overjoyed to 
be making her Imagine 
debut in Hair! She feels 
so lucky to join this 
beautiful tribe in a 
summer of beads, 
flowers, freedom, and 

happiness. She is currently pursuing a 
B.M. in Vocal Performance at Baldwin 
Wallace University Conservatory of 
Music. Recent roles include Mabel 
(Pirates of Penzance, Baldwin Wallace 
Opera) and Julia (The Wedding Singer, 
Columbus Children's Theatre) for which 
she received a 2014 Central Ohio 

Theatre Roundtable Award. Love! ☮ 

Tom Miller (Paul) is 
thrilled to experience 
the Acid Test in his third 
show with Imagine. In 
the past year, he has 
performed with Imagine 
in 9 to 5: the Musical as 
Josh Newstead, and La 

Cage Aux Folles as Etienne/Francis. 
Other notable roles include Robbie Hart 
and Tom Wingfield. Tom studied 
Theatre Technology at DePaul 
University, and works as a Front Desk 
Night Manager at Holiday Inn. A big 
thank you goes out to his family and 
friends, Bronwyn and David Hopton, 
Michael, Zac, and of course, the 
beautiful and talented Tribe for all of 
their love and support! 

Sage Moreno 
(Choreographer/
Assistant Director) 
enjoyed this chance to 
let her inner hippie out. 
She got her start 
instructing ballroom 
and Latin dancing as 

well as belly dance. For Imagine, Sage 
has choreographed Hairspray and 

performed in Chicago. Sage also loves 
teaching language arts, her husband 
Julio, and watching the amazing Hair 
tribe light up the stage with peace, love, 
and happiness. 

Nick Navaratnam 
(Walter/Margaret 
Mead) is absolutely 
ecstatic to make his 
Imagine debut in Hair. 
You might recognize 
him as an Off the Lake 
Productions alumni 

performing previously as Aldolpho in 
The Drowsy Chaperone and Neville 
Landless in The Mystery of Edwin 
Drood, or if you look way back as 
Marcellus in The Music Man at Hilliard 
Davidson HS. He recently graduated 
with a degree in finance from Ohio 
State and is currently utilizing those 
skills as a Financial Analyst for a 
healthcare services company right here 
in Central Ohio. He would like to thank 
his Tribe for this incredible experience, 
his team for their flexibility, and his 
parents and friends for their support in 
all of my endeavors. 

Michael Newsome 
(Director) is excited 
and blessed to have the 
honor of working with 
this amazing cast and 
crew. He was last  seen 
onstage in the recent 
cabaret Let's Duet 

Together and he previously directed 
Hairspray for Imagine two summers 
ago. Now, if he can only find another 
show set in the sixties that deals with 
complex social issues against a 
backdrop of fabulous clothing, music 
and hairstyles for the summer of 2016... 
In the meantime, Michael hopes you 
have as much fun watching this 
performance as he had helping to 
prepare it. A special thanks to Brian 
Forney for all of the love and support, 
and a great big hippie hug to the staff 
and board of Imagine Productions for 
this wonderful opportunity. Peace and 



with The OSU School of Music for the 
2011-2012 school year. She would like 
to thank everyone for their support and 
is excited to see the growth in both 
herself and Imagine Productions in the 
coming years!  

Phil Brown Dupont 
(Rehearsal 
Accompanist) is a 
pianist and composer 
hailing from Bowling 
Green Ohio and 
Amherst Massachusetts. 
Interests include 

comics, contemporary dance, the 
history and practice of American song, 
and homemaking. This is his second 
project with Imagine. 

Ed Eblin (Stage 
Manager) is no 
stranger to local 
community theatre in 
Central Ohio. Ed is one 
of the founders of 
Imagine Productions, 
where he initially 

served as President of the board and is 
currently in the role of Treasurer. Prior 
to his affiliation with Imagine, Ed was a 
board member and the Artistic Director 
for Center Stage Players from 2003 
through 2010. He has been affiliated 
with numerous productions as an actor, 
director, stage manager, and in other 
technical capacities. When he is not 
busy with his theatre hobby, he is a 
high school math teacher at Eastland 
Career Center in Groveport. He also is 
an adjunct instructor for Columbus 
State Community College. He resides in 
the Short North with his partner, Ryan, 
and their two dogs Jack and Haley. 

Joshua Fouasnon 
(Hiram/Hubert) is 
going into his third year 
as a Chemical 
Engineering major at 
The Ohio State 
University. He migrated 
from warm weather and 

sunny beaches in Long Beach, 

Mississippi to live in the cold, yet 
extraordinary city of Columbus. Josh 
has been a part of musical theater since 
he was a wee lad. He has performed in 
Willy Wonka, Jr., Beauty and the Beast, 
Les Misérables, and Phantom of the 
Opera. You might have also seen him in 
All Shook Up and Pippin with Off the 
Lake Productions, an Ohio State 
University student-run organization. He 
is so thrilled to be a part of Imagine 
Productions and HAIR. He is extremely 
proud of everyone involved for their 
positivity, friendly spirits, and 200% 
dedication to making this production of 
HAIR spectacular. He hopes you leave 
the show with positive vibes and the 
urge to grow your hair. 

Rachel Gaunce 
(Mary) is thrilled to be 
in her second show 
with Imagine. You may 
have seen her 
previously at Martha in 
Spring Awakening with 
Imagine. Some of her 

other favorite roles include Ophelia in 
Hamlet with the Black Box Theatre 
Company (BBTC) and Actor's Theatre, 
Shelby in Steel Magnolias with BBTC, 
and Margot in The Diary of Anne Frank 
with TAPA. She is excited to attend 
Ohio University next year for theatre. 
Rachel wants to thank her friends and 
family for their support and the 
amazing cast and crew for making this 
show such a fun experience.  

Doug Joseph 
(Costumer), though 
typically “on stage”, 
has certainly been 
involved in costuming 
and was happy to join 
the Hairspray team to 
take on his first full 

show as costumer! Most recently Doug 
was seen as Mother Superior in The 
Divine Sister at Short North Stage. 
Other area credits include Wilbur 
Turnblad in Hairspray with Imagine, 
Captain Hook in Peter Pan  with 

ACT 1 

Aquarius—Dionne & Tribe 

Donna—Berger & Tribe 

Hashish—Tribe 

Sodomy—Woof & Tribe 

Colored Spade—Hud & Tribe 

Manchester, England—Claude & Tribe 

I’m Black—Hud, Woof, Berger, Claude & Tribe 

Ain’t Got No—Woof, Hud, Dionne & Tribe 

Dead End—Ronny, Dionne, Hud & Walter 

I Believe in Love—Sheila & Trio 

Ain’t Got No—Tribe 

Air—Jeanie with Crissy & Dionne 

The Stone Age—Berger 

I Got Life—Claude & Tribe 

Initials—Tribe 

Going Down—Berger & Tribe 

Hair—Claude, Berger & Tribe 

My Conviction—Margaret Mead 

Easy To Be Hard—Sheila 

Don’t Put it Down—Berger, Woof & Steve 

Frank Mills—Crissy 

Hare Krishna—Tribe 

Where Do I Go—Claude & Tribe 

 

FIFTEEN MINUTE INTERMISSION 

 

ACT 2 

Electric Blues—Emmaretta, Crissy, Steve & 

Paul 

Oh, Great God of Power—Tribe 

Black Boys— Leata, Marjorie, Suzanne 

White Boys— Ronny, Dionne, Jeanie 

Walking in Space—Tribe 

Minuet—Orchestra 

Abie Baby— Dionne, Hud, Ronny, Berger, 

Steve 

The War— Tribe 

Three-Five-Zero-Zero—Tribe 

What a Piece of Work is Man—Claude 

How Dare They Try—Tribe 

Good Morning Starshine—Sheila & Tribe 

Ain’t Got No (Reprise) - Claude & Tribe 

The Flesh Failures/Eyes Look Your Last/Let 

the Sun Shine In—Tribe 

 

 

MUSICAL NUMBERS 



The videotaping or other video or audio 

recording of this production is strictly 

prohibited. 

Setting 

We meet a tribe of hippies in a park in Greenwich Village, New York 
City.  It’s 1968.  In the age of Aquarius, a time of harmony and 
understanding, sex and drugs are used as vehicles to evade reality and 
the establishments. 

Story 

We are introduced to members of the tribe including Berger who is 
looking for a lost love named “Donna,” Woof who is celebrating sexual 
liberation through “Sodomy,” and Hud who describes his plight as a 
“Colored Spade.”  Then we meet Claude (“Manchester, England”) who 
becomes the central character.  They celebrate what they do not have 
and the value of having a simple life (“Ain’t Got No”). 
Sheila arrives and chants in protest at war (“I Believe in Love”). A 
pregnant woman, Jeannie sings about pollution (“Air”). Members of the 
tribe dress as Claude’s parents and berate him for not having a job and 
wasting his life and declare that the army will sort him out. He celebrates 
the tribe’s embracing of life rather than society’s expectations (“I Got 
Life”). He is then drafted into the Vietnam War and is torn about what to 
do.  
Two tribe members dress as tourists who question the others about their 
long hair. The entire tribe breaks into a celebration of the symbolism of 
their “Hair.” Sheila and Berger, a mischievous member of the tribe, 
reveal their complicated romantic history. Everyone attends a “Be-In” in 
protest of the war, at which the men burn their draft cards apart from 
Claude who still questions what to do (“Where Do I Go?”). 
The tribe acts out scenes from Claude’s induction into the army. The 
women of the tribe explain their love of “Black Boys” and “White Boys.” 
Berger gives Claude hallucinogenic drugs and he has a trip that has him 
meet famous Americans throughout history, including George 
Washington, General Custer, Abraham Lincoln, and recounts the often 
violent history of the country’s progress. Buddhist monks and Catholic 
nuns arrive and murder each other in a symbolic vision of how religion 
has been used to justify wars. Amidst the growing pile of dead bodies, the 
remaining members of the tribe reflect on “What a Piece of Work Is 
Man.” 
In the aftermath, Claude disappears, while Sheila leads the tribe in 
“Good Morning Starshine.” Claude arrives in his military uniform, but he 
is now invisible to the others. The tribe begins to sing “Let the Sun Shine 
In” jubilantly before revealing Claude, now dead after being killed in 
action. 

Samara Baptist 
(Ronny) is excited to be 
a part of her 2nd show 
with Imagine. Samara 
started out by going to 
AMDA-NY, then getting 
a Theatre degree from 
The New School, then 

booking the part of Sarah in Ragtime 
right out of college. Since then she has 
never stopped. Shows include Chicago 
with Imagine (Mamma Morton), AIDA 
(Aida), Seussical (Sour Kangaroo), 
Nighthawks (Lilah), Hair (Dionne), and 
many more. When not on stage Samara 
is a manager and bartender at Rule3. 
Samara would like to shout out to her 
amazing cast, her C4C family, her 
amazing family and friends for all their 
support, and Kevin for putting up with 
never seeing me. Love, peace, and 
happiness! 

Joshua Boggs (Music 
Director) is excited to 
work on his first 
production with 
Imagine. Josh recently 
graduated with a BM in 
voice from Ohio 
Wesleyan University, 

and will start his master’s in choral 
conducting this fall at the University of 
Notre Dame. As a soloist, he has been 
featured with the Central Ohio 
Symphony, OWU Choral Arts Society, 
Magpie Consort, and the Saint Joseph 
Cathedral Choir, among others. Studies 
in music have led him to complete 
programs in L.A., D.C., Salzburg (AUS), 
and Halifax, Nova Scotia. He has 
primarily worked with opera the last 
few years, and is happy to be working 
with musicals again. 

Shelby Butz (Crissy) is 
a Cancer who loves 
pasta, laughing, ice 
cream, and making 
music with her real-life 
Frank Mills, Johnny. 
Some of her favorite 
past roles include Edwin 

Drood in Drood and Adelaide in Guys 
and Dolls. She is thankful to the entire 
production team for letting her be a 
part of this beautiful tribe, and to all of 
the tribe for making this a 
transcendental experience. Shelby is 
grateful to her family and friends for 
their endless love and support. She 
would like to dedicate this performance 
to her effortlessly groovy grandmother. 
Peace, flowers, and happiness! 

Jonathan Collura 
(Claude) is thrilled to 
be making his fourth 
Imagine Productions 
appearance. Previous 
Imagine credits 
include: The Rocky 

Horror Show (Riff Raff), Urinetown (Hot 
Blades Harry) and Young Frankenstein 
(Frederick), and he just directed 
Imagine's production of RENT. Jonathan 
is a graduate of The Ohio State 
University, and just completed his 
fourth year as the Choir and Drama 
director at Bishop Hartley High School. 
Other theatre credits include: tick, 
tick...BOOM (Jon), Aida (Radames), 
Cabaret (Emcee), Into the Woods (Jack), 
Shrek (Lord Farquaad), and RENT 
(Mark). Jonathan would like to thank his 
family for their constant love and 
support, and would like to thank the 
cast and crew of Hair for making this a 
dream come true! 

Akillah Clark (Dionne) 
was one of the youngest 
members of our cast in 
Hairspray two summers 
ago and this spring in 
RENT.  She is thrilled 
about participating in 
this wonderful 

production. In the past she has been an 
active theater member in her school, 
starting as Meg in Leading Ladies, the 
very confusing role of The Griffin in 
Alice in Wonderland and Velma Kelly in 
Chicago. She also stage managed 
Columbus Alternative High School's 
production of Mouse Trap. She interned  


